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A b s t r a c t . Dual-station image intensified television studies have indicated
very few meteors at heights greater than 120 km, and few statistically significant
hyperbolic orbits. However, the optimum intersection height for these studies was
about 95 km, and the relatively small fields of view resulted in a bias against high
(and therefore fast) meteors. We have developed height sensitivity correction
factors, and found that short baseline television studies resulted in relatively little
bias against high meteors, and the absence of meteors above 120 km appears to
be real. We report preliminary results from a three-station, image-intensified
video meteor detection system sensitive to apparent magnitude about +9.5 with
optimum intersection heights 115-125 km. We have detected neither particularly
high meteors nor meteors in clearly hyperbolic orbits. We conclude that the
proportion of true hyperbolic meteors in the mass range 10"4 to 10 6 kg is less
than a few percent, and that optical meteors corresponding to meteoroids in this
mass range do not ablate at heights above approximately 120 km. We suggest
several ways to reconcile these results with southern hemisphere radar studies.

1. Introduction

In this paper we will consider two related, but distinct, questions: Are there significant
numbers of faint optical (image intensified television) meteors at great heights (i.e., 120
to 140 km above the Earth's surface)? Do some of these faint optical meteors
correspond to heliocentric hyperbolic orbits? While the two questions are related
(hyperbolic meteors have higher geocentric velocities and would be expected to ablate
at greater heights), they are distinct and separate. For example, one could envision other
mechanisms for high meteors which do not involve hyperbolic velocities (e.g.
meteoroids with lower boiling point).

The question of interstellar meteors has been shrouded in controversy for
decades. Opik (1941), based largely on an analysis of visual observations conducted
using the rocking mirror method claimed that as many as 70% of the meteors were in
hyperbolic orbits, some at several times the parabolic velocity limit. Stohl (1970)
reviewed photographic results, finding that the percentage of meteors in hyperbolic
orbits range from about 2 to 24% in 8 different studies. However, when the data is
divided into categories according to the precision of the orbital determinations, only 0 to
2% of the most precise orbits are hyperbolic. This should not necessarily be interpreted
as implying that all observed hyperbolic meteors are due to measurement inaccuracies,
but rather as confining the percentage of photographic hyperbolic meteors to at most
1%. More recently Hajdukova (1994) has analysed the photographic meteor orbits in the
IAU Meteor Data Center, reaching the conclusion that not more than 0.2% of
photographic meteors are of interstellar origin. We have reviewed results from two
station image intensified video networks, and find that 6-11% of television meteors
have apparent heliocentric hyperbolic orbits, although the less precise nature (compared
to photographic) of these orbital reductions leaves open the question of hyperbolic
television meteors.
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Recently the Ulysses dust experiment has given compelling evidence for
detection of interstellar dust (Grim et al., 1994, Baguhl et al., 1995) from a direction
consistent with the flow of gas in the solar neighbourhood. The near or total absence of
hyperbolic orbit photographic meteors and the presence of interstellar dust detected by
spacecraft is not in conflict. The smallest masses observed in the photographic studies
are of the order of 1O5 kg while the largest masses detected by the Ulysses dust
detectors are of the order of 1O~12 kg.

aggaley et al. (1993a) announced the detection, using the New Zealand AMOR
radar (Baggaley et al., 1993b) of significant numbers (0.9%)of meteors in hyperbolic
orbits. The minimum masses of meteors detected by this radar are of the order of
10"9 kg (about +13 magnitude).

As mentioned at the outset, one can have meteors ablate at great heights by
mechanisms other than implied hyperbolic velocities, while one can also have mildly
hyperbolic velocities without unduly great ablation heights. Nevertheless, in this paper
we link the work of Steel (1988), which suggests, on the basis of HF meteor radar
results, that many meteoroids ablate at heights greater than originally assumed (right up
to 140 km). It would be encouraging to confirm the presence of these high meteors
through optical detection. Image intensified video methods (Hawkes and Jones, 1986;
Hawkes, 1993) are capable of extending the minimum meteoroid mass observed by
almost a factor of 100, to masses of 10~7 kg.

2. Correction of Television Meteor Height Distributions

If we exclude those studies which concentrated on shower meteors, there have been
three major published multistation video meteor studies (Hawkes et al., 1984; Sarma
and Jones, 1985; Ueda and Fujiwara, 1994). An analysis of the heights detected in these
studies indicate very few meteors above 120 km. However, it can be argued that there
was a significant bias against very high and low meteors, since the optimum intersection
height was set to approximately 95 km and the relatively small fields of view (typically
13°) result in significant bias against high (and low) meteors. To our knowledge, this
bias has not been quantitatively studied previously. The finite meteor trail length is
comparable to the field of view, and therefore correction for the bias is not simply a
matter of geometric observing area. We simulated, using the observing geometry of
each study, 40,000 meteors at each height over an area which encompassed all possible
regions seen by any camera in the system. We generated meteors with midpoints at
heights of 137.5 km to 67.5 km, at intervals of 5 km, and assumed a random "radiant"
distribution except that we excluded meteors with zenith angles greater than 80° Based
on the observational trail length results for television meteors of this magnitude by
Jones and Hawkes (1975), we used a vertical trail length of 7 km for all simulated
meteors. Each meteor trail was divided into six points, and using the actual observing
geometry we determined whether each of those points were visible from station 1,
station 2 or both. In order to obtain triangulation data for a meteor trail using the method
of intersection of planes (Hawkes et al., 1993) it is only necessary to have any segment
of the trail viewed from both stations (e.g. the early part of the trail from one station,
and the last portion from the other, with no common segment, is sufficient). We
therefore defined a meteor as "in common" if at least one of our 6 points was visible
from each station (but not necessarily the same point). In order to have a beginning
height there is the additional requirement that at least one station see the first point on
the trail. ,

To correct an observed height distribution, we multiplied the raw number of meteors
at each height by the number from the simulation at maximum overlap and divide by the
simulated number at this particular height. Because the collecting area (for any
individual station) increases with height, in some cases the actual "optimum overlap" is
slightly higher than the intersection height of the midpoint of the screens. We also
applied a correction for the greater range of high meteors, assuming an inverse square
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loss of intensity and a log normal mass distribution with a mass distribution index of
2.0.

In Figure 1 we show the raw and corrected rates for one portion (37 7 km baseline)
of the Sarma and Jones (1985) data. It can be seen that while the number of high
meteors is undersampled, there is still clear evidence that there are very few optical
meteors above 125 km. This is confirmed by the simulations for the other short baseline
(<40 km) geometries (the height sample of the longer baseline, 102.6 km, Hawkes et al.,
1984 data is strongly biased).

corrected

130 125 120 115 110 105 100 95 90 85 80 75

Figure 1 Plot of percentage of meteors (raw and after height sensitivity corrections) as a
function of height interval (beginning heights) for image intensified video data from the
Sarma and Jones (1985) study

3. Observational Study

Starting in June 1995 we began an observational study aimed at detecting high optical
meteors and those in hyperbolic orbits. From our location the best part of the year to
detect interstellar meteors, if concentrated near the galactic centre as the Ulysses results
suggest (Baguhl et al., 1995), or if concentrated in the direction of the apex of the sun's
motion, is the April-July period. We set the intersection height to the range 115-125 km
to strongly bias the sample in favour of high, fast meteors and employed three stations
with optimum geometry to reduce uncertainties. The parameters of the observing
stations are given below

station
f *********&**

longitude
**f*-f*J*J*****7*^r/ * * ***** J**f*J* J*f**JS** J

latitude camera i field of view lens
************ J*f**JS**J*-J*j**J**>**ij*r***t********' ****f*f*s**0WJJJ***f *****V*-** *******/J*s** ***-***********>**^r ************* ******^*r-* /*"•> *t ***•*•*•*****?• **S**Jlff I**** rr*~*J*•***' ******************* **** rAf *******

i i
, JJ , r********rr****t********** ft**

sensit.

Alma, NB \ 64°55'35"W i45°36'00"N! MCP-CCD ! 1 3.4°x1 0.5°! 50/fO.95! 9.5
**S**&*******v********j*s*s*^*^s**^s**r*s*sffs^**s*s*'s*s**s**s*^*~*^*WJ***&f * * * * * * * * * * *s****r***^ ***?£*****•*•****/ w r / ) r / n / M M f * M r M W f « / / r < ,•,•,•*,,•! * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , , » A U ^ « A . •***,-ir+jfv*, M U W M # A I < V » ^ ******* * A* * * * * * * * * ** J ************ **>*****•******>**<****<<* r* ***** r^*** * t * * * * * * * ************* 4

\ 10
*s*-f **********?*•*#jWf ****+*•*+*'*'******•**<*****'*+* t*f*** t**r^p*f*rr* "*!&****•*

Sackville, NB 64°22122"W !45°53'33"N| MCP-CCD! 4.9° circ 300/f4
***?***•********* ** t* i**********r************ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ****** * * * * * * * f*j r ***** *********-****>***+# ff * * * * * * j * * * * * * * * • J***r***-***r* * * *•* r r * *^f * r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ****** ******* *t * f ****?**#*'**4

Wallace, NS| 63°28f1 2tfW |45°48I1 4ffNl MCP-SIT !24.9°x1 8.4°! 50/ f l .2 8.5
Table 1 Observational Parameters

The baseline between the Alma and the Wallace sites was 115.7 km, between Alma and
Sackville 53.9 km, and between Sackville and Wallace, 70.6 km. We operated the
cameras for six nights near new moon in June, 1995. Simulations indicate that we had
relatively good sensitivity through the 110-140 km height range, and that coverage
dropped off sharply below 95 km. We therefore expected to detect few normal height
meteors, but our system should detect extremely high meteors with good efficiency

Analysis is complete for the first two nights (approx. 10.4 hr observing time per
station). The average number of meteors detected per station was about 65, although
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only 8% were in common. The highest meteor detected was 115 km, and none have
clearly hyperbolic orbits. Analysis is continuing on three more nights of data from June,
1995.

4- Discussion

Considering the strong bias in favour of high meteors (tempered with the small sample
size) we conclude that at most a few percent of meteors of this size are hyperbolic, and
that there is no evidence for meteor luminosity above about 120 km. These results are
partially in conflict with sensitive southern hemisphere radio observations. One
possible explanation is that some constituent of the meteoroid (perhaps the "glue" in the
two component dustball meteoroid model of Hawkes & Jones, 1975) ablates at very
great heights, producing ionization but not luminosity. A second possibility is that the
ionizing efficiency increases with velocity far more rapidly than the luminous efficiency
factor, hence biasing radar results in favour of very fast meteors. A third possibility is
that there is a flux of very fast, high meteors only at masses smaller than the limiting
mass (approximately 5 x 10-8 kg) of the television observations. Finally, it is possible
that most fast, high hyperbolic meteors come from a radiant which strongly favours
southern hemisphere observers.
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